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PREFACE

This study is part of RAND's program of research on the weapons

system acquisition process i.nd more particularly on defense profit

policy. RAND studies (e.g., I. N. Fisher and G. R. Hall, Risk and

the Aerospace Rate of Return, RM-5440-PR, I. N. Fisher and G. R. Hall,

Defense Profit Policy in the United States and the United Kingdom,

RM-5610-PR, and G. R. Hall, Defense Procurement and Public Utility

Regulation, RM-5285) iave examined various aspects of defense profits.

The present study focuses on tle fees paid by the Government for de-

fense contracts and how these fees were affected by the major change

in profit policy as the result of the introduction of the weighted

guideline system in 1964.
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SUMMARY

In 1964 the Department of &fvnse introduced the weighted guide-

lines system (WGLS) to compute the fees paid contractors for negotiated

contracts. To determine the target fee, a percentage is computed and

applied to the target cost. The appropriate percentage depends upon

the nature of expected costs. For example, a contract with considerable

in-house scientific or engineering work will yield a higher target fee

rate than one for ordinary "metal bending".

The WGLS reflects the pre-1964 concern with profit pyramiding;

but it also has broader objectives. WGLS is intended not only to

prevent profiteering, but also to insure that profit opportunities in

the defense sector are sufficiently attractive to maintain a healthy

industrial base.

This study examines tha- impact of the weighted guidelines sys-

tem on the average target fee rates for the contracts held by major

defense firms, as well as on actual i~ee rates and the earnings on

contractors' assets. Extensive data are available on target fees;

the sample used in this study covf.rs 10,054 negotiated contracts.

Data on actual fees and profits are fewer and less complete; so con-

clusions must be regarded as tentative. Even so, some implications

can be drawn about the contributions of WGLS toward the achievtment

of profit-policy objectives. These are outlined in Sec. IV.

The weighted guidelines system led to higher average target profit

rates on contractors' portfolios of contracts, grouping individual

contracts by contractors. Sample A, consisting of firms on the 1967

list of the 100 largest defense contractors, had a relatively larger

increase in fee rates than Sample B, consisting of all other defense

contracts. In the pre-WGLS period, the average target fee rate was 7.7

percent for Sample A and 8.2 percent for Sample B. Post-WGLS raVes

were 9.7 percent for Sample A and 9.1 percent for Sample B.

There were substantial differences in the experiences of indivi-

dual firms. About a quart'.r of these in each sample had a decline

or no change in iir average contract portfolio target rates. None-

theless, in general, Sample A firms did better throughout the entire
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distribution, except at the extreme high level of rates, in which area

there were more Sample B firms.

There was considerable dispersion in average fee rate changes for

different products and types of contracts. Nonetheless, an index number

analysis reveals that a secondary effect of implementing the WGLS was

an approximate 10-percent increase in target fees for WGLS procurements.

If the goal of the WGLS was to increase profit opportunities by

providing higher fee levels, the objective was achieved. If the goal

was to provide a wider distribution of average fees, this too was

achieved. But it should be noted that, while all classes of firms on

average benefitted, the benefit to larger contractors was greater.
If the goal was to increase actual fees, rather than t rgets, It

would appear that the goal was not achieved, although the evidence here

is not sufficient to permit a firm judgment. If the goal was to raise

the profitability of defense investment, the resuLts appear to have been

mixed, and on the whole unsuccessful.

iii
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I. INTRODUCTION

This study examines one aspect of the many-faceted and complex

subject of defense profits--the defense contract fees negotiated by

the Department of Defense, and how these have changed since the intro-

duction in 1964 of the weighted guidelines system (WGLS) for computing

fees. An attempt was made to examine actual ("coming-out") fees as

contrasted with target ("going-in") fees. Also, a preliminary attempt

was made to examine the relationship between contract fees and the

rate-of-return earned on capital--a more meaningful measure of profits.

Unfortunately, data limitations restricted these latter investigations

to preliminary and inconclusive forays; so the bulk of the study is

concerned with target fees. However, target fees are significant,

because their level and changes affecL the profit potential and there-

by the economic attractiveness of the defense sector.

A few definitions are important. This study is limited to con-

tracts priced by analyzing and estimating the expected costs of ful-

filling the contractual obligation. Such contracts account for the

bulk of the military expenditures for specialized defense goods and

services. But it should be kept in mind that expected or actual

profits on contracts let by price competiton are excluded.

After the expected costs are estimated, a target fee rate is

determined by a procedure to be described later. This fee rate is

applied to the target cost to yield the target fee. This is commonly

referred to as the profit rate; but it should be noted that this fee

rate is a profit on cost, rather than on capital. "Profit" in fi-

nancial and economic analyses is usually expressed as a percentage

of a company's assets, or net worth. For reasons to be described

in Sec. II, this has not been the practice in the defense sector.

Defense fees have been reported as profit-on-cost, and the lack of

alternative sources of data explains why this particular measure oc-

cupies the major role in this study. The difference between fee rates

(target profit-on-cost) and the conventional profit rate figures (actual

earnings on assets or net worth) should be kept clearly in mind. How-

ever, because the Department of Defense is concerned with appropriate
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adjustments to foe rnLON, it in ruL.,vant to ask how target fouus are

distributed by company, it is also releVant to Oxamilno the impact

on target fees of the last major changu in D)OD profit policy, the

introduction in 1964 of the WGLS. Following the historical and policy

descriptions, both these questions will be addressed,
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I., 1hhTORICAL IBACKGROUND

I NRODUCTION

When the United SLates Government wishes to alter the degree of

financial attractivencem or defense business, it changes the fee rate,

There is, of course, a direct relationship between the fee rate on

cost and the profit rate on capital; i.e., TA/K - (r,/C) (C/K)* where r

stands for profit and C and K for contract cost and capital respec-

tively. The distinction between a profit policy that operates on the
fee rate and one that operates on the rate of return on capital in-

vestment is nonetheless a meaningful one for public policy purposes.

The distinction can best be explained by examining the history of

public policy towards defense profits, starting with World War I.

WORLD WAR I TO WORLD WAR II

Since World War 1, the defenve establishment has viewed profit

policy primarily as one element of the procedure for pricing specific

procurements--that is, primarily as an element of pricing policy,

rather than a device to control the financial situation of the defense

sector, During World War I the "profiteering" possible when th.,

demand for military goods and services exceeded the capacity to pro-

duce them Led to passage of various excess profit taxes. Some of

these merely applied graduated rates of taxation to income; but one
act applied the tax to the profit in excess of the average during the

petiod 1911 to 1913, or to the profit in excess of 10 percent on

*7/K will ordinarily be referred to as the profit rate and r/C
will ordinarily be referred to as the fee rate in this study.

**The history of defense profit policy is sunmarized in R. C.
Osborn, "Background and Evolution of the RenegotiatLon Concept" in
J. F. Weston (ad.), Procuremant and Profit Renegotiation, Wadsworth
Publishing Company, Inc,, San Francisco, 1960, pp. 13-42.

***The inelasticity of the wartime demand for military goods

made the potential profits quite high but, even had the demand been
elastic, the inability to increase supply as fast as demand was in-
creasing would have led to the "excess profit" problem.
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invested capital, whichever was greater. This was the last time that

rate of return on investment figured directly in defense profit policy.

After World War 1, the milit-ary reverted to the traditional posture

of producing specialized military hard goods in Government-owned fa-

cilities and of relying on private firms for commercial items, or "GI"

versions of civilian products. For such products, competition could

usually be obtained by advertising the contract and awarding it to the

lowest bidder. The expected or actual profit of the contract winners

was not of public concern.

During the 1930's, however, the Government increasingly turned

to private firms for specialized military items, such as ships and

aircraft. it was difficult to obtain price competiton for these

procurements; and so the contracts were negotiated on the basis of

actual or expected costs. As a rule these contracts were regarded as

unique cases. The tendency was to adopt specific solutions to the

immediate problem of determining the price of a particular contract,

rather than to attempt to establish some general system or principle

for determining profits in situations where the Government had to buy

in noncompetitive markets.

For example, in 1934 the Vinson-Trammell Act authorized naval

expansion. The act limited the fee rate on contracts let for ships

and naval aircraft to 10 percent of the contract price; and required

inspection and audits of corporate costs. The act was amended at

various times to include other items, such as Army aircraft; and the

fee maxima were changed several times. Vinson-Trammell rules were

integral parts of the method used to establish the price the Govern-

ment would pay for the products it procured. Because the prices were

based on actual or expected costs, it was natural to express the fee

rules as percentages of costs. Furthermore, because the rules tended

to be propounded in connection with a specific authorization for a

military force-structure change, the focus of attention was the specific

Ibid., pp. 24-27.

J. P. Miller, Pricing of Military Procurements, Yale University
Press, New Haven, Conn., 1949, pp. 163-168.
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contract or set of contracts authorized. The major interest was in

the price of the expected procurements, rather than in the financial

condition of the prospective contractors, provided that profits were

high enough to interest enough firms in Government business, and so

assure that military goods would be available.

WORLD WAR II AND RENEGOTIATION

World War II changed the defense profit situation. As during

World War 1, inelastic demand exceeded capacity, and high profits

were easily obtained. The response was not the excess profits tax

approach but rather a series of renegotiation statutes. The essence

of renegotiation is that a firm's defense business is subject to re-

view of actual, as opposed to prospective or expected, profit expe-

rience. However, it was never clear whether World War II renegotiation

policy was directed to an overall look at profit experience, or was

intended to be a repricing of individual procurements.

The first Renegotiation Act, approved April 28, 1942, called for

a renegotiation clause in contracts and subcontracts of more than

$100,000. The clause provided for recovery of excessive profits
"realized or likely to be realized"; but no quantitative standard was

legislated. Amendments to this act clarified the intent of Congress.

Renegotiation was to be on a yearly basis, rather than being restricted

to individual contracts. Costs were to be interpreted in terms of

expenses nllowable for income tax purposes. In general, renegotiation

was to be directed at limiting the overall profits of defense contrac-

tors to some "reasonable" figure rather than repricing individual

procurements.

To protect itself against dangers due to profits on Government
sales being below profits on civilian roles in wartime, provision
has been made (and sometimes used) for requisitioning facilities
directly if contracts cannot be negotiated. In peacetime such pro-
cedures have occasionally been threatened but no examples of actual
use of direct comnandeering of facilities come to mind.

Osborn, pp. 38-41; Miller, p. 174.
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In practice, renegotiation did not perform its intended function.

The administration of the various acts and amendments was such that

renegotiation actually resulted in the repricing of individual con-

tracts. As mistakes are almost certain when forecasting the volume

of production at a factory, or the costs of producing a new and per-

haps technically unproven weapon, renegotiation came to be a procedure

for rectifying errors in the original cost estimates, on which the

original prices were based.

Renegotiation played a valuable role in wartime procurement; but

it became basically a method of evaluating tile reasonableness of ac-

tual fees (profit on actual cost) using the initial negotiated fee and

target cost as the standard.

Renegotiation statutes did not specifically require that such a

criterion be applied. At one time it appeared to be the intent of

Congress to develop and apply a broader standard upon which to evaluate

the defense firms' net revenues. For example, the 1944 amendments
contained seven paragraphs listing standards to be considered. Among

these were the contractor's pre-war earnings, the risk, contractor

efficiency, the type and extent of subcontracting, turnover rate,

capital employed and the contractor's net worth, together with "such

other factors the consideration of which the public interest and fair

and equitable dealing may require...."**

The Renegotiation Board rejected any attempt to establish a for-

mula or set procedure to define excessive profits. A Navy history of

renegotiation puts the renegotiation procedure in a nutshell: "The

,
Miller argues that, as the war progressed, renegotiation became

increasingly removed from the pricing function (p. 187); by contrast,
Osborn believes that "In spite of amendments to the renegotiation stat-
utes, the original philosophy of repricing and Lhe policies of those
administering renegotiation have appeared to remain unchanged," p. 40.
Osborn's position is more persuasive. While renegotiation became ad-
ministratively separated from the procurement function, there does
not appear to have been the same shift from the issue of whether tile
price paid was "reasonable" to the questions as to whether profit
levels of defense contractors were "adequate" or "excessive."

Quoted in Miller, p. 177.
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profit expressed as a percentage of sales came to be used as the

principal measure of profitability, to be adjusted up or down in
accordance with the Board's judgment of the factors in the case."

"Post-World War II profit policies and procedures have retained

many wartime features. The Renegotiation Board is now physically and

organizationally removed from the Pentagon and from its procurement

processes; yet the basic nature of renegotiation remains unchanged.

The statutory authorizations remain broad. For example, Section 102

of the 1951 Renegotiation Act states that the "The term 'excessive

profits' means the portion of the profits derived from contracts

and subcontracts which is determined in accordance with this title

to be excessive."

Tile title then lists six factors: "(1) reasonableness of costs

and profits with particular regard to volume of production, normal

earnings, and comparison of war and peacetime earnings," (2) net

worth and the source of capital, (3) risk, (4) contribution to the

defense effort, (5) character of tile business, subcontracting, turn-

over and so forth, and (6) other factors determined by the Board.

The Board interprets these factors to preclude any "formulae or pre-

established rates" for excessive profits. Excessive profits are

determined by judgment on a case-by-case basis.

Two other continuing features of renegotiation are the focus on

the ratio of fee to costs and the focis on specific contracts rather

than on firms as a whole. The Board statcs that "For the purposes

of renegotiation, profits are defined as the excess of the amount

received or accrued under renegotiable contracts and subcontracts over

the cosL! paid or incurred with respect thereto and determined to be

Quoted in Osborn, p. 40. This concern with the fee rate would
have been consistent with a broader standard of profit adequacy, had
capital output ratios been considered. There is no indication, how-
ever, that they were.

**¢

Renegotiation Board, Tenth Annual Report, 1965, U. S. Govern-
ment Printing Office, Washington, D. C., 1966, pp. 2-3.

lbid., p. 3.
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allocable thereto." Excessive profits are defined in relation to

contract costs. The capital required to produce the product may in-

fluence the Board's determination of whether the actual target rate

or fee the firm earns should be lowered; but the Board is not primarily

concerned with rate of return on assets or net worth.

It is the profit on renegotiable contracts that is at issue, not

the contractor's overall profit. The enabling legislation exempts

certain types of contracts from renegotiation; so the Board could not,

even if it wished to, apply renegotiation to all Government business

of a given contractor, let alone to his total Government and civilian

business. Nonetheless, because the point is often misunderstood, it

is important to emphasize that renegotiation involves only certain

contracts, and not the total profits of defense firms.

In short, what the present renegotiation system provides is a

second crack at one of the procurement pricing tasks--determination

of the margin between the price the Government pays a contractor for

some good or service, and the costs (including overhead) the contractor

incurs in producing it. The Renegotiation Board considers costs on

the basis of the tax definitions, rather than the more restrictive

procurement definitions. It can examine all renegotiable contracts

held by a firm; and it has the benefit of hindsight. Thus, it is

in a good position to set price. However, the point is not wha' the

Board does, but what it does not do. What it does not do is to insure

that defense contractors receive adequate profits.

WEIGHTED GUIDELINES

the World War 11 approach of treating profit policy as an adjuý,ct

of the pricing of individual procu'ements was carried over into the

Ibid., p. 2.
For a description and history of the WGLS see the thesis by

R. C. Bell and R. B. Garr, An Analysis of the Motivational Effects
of Weighted Guidelines, SSLSR-35-68, School of Systems and LogfsL.cs,
Air Force Institute of Technology, Wright-Patterson Air Force Bab,
Ohio 1969. This study also reports the results of a survey of con-
tractors that call into question the motivational impacts of WGLS.
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postwar period. For example, the Armed Services Procurement Act of

1947, still the basic procurement statute, mentions profits only

under the section authorizing various types of contracts and prohibiting j
cost-plus-a-percentage-of-cost contracting. Even there, the only

statement about profits is that the fee for a cost-plus-fixed-fee

contract is not to exceed 10 percent unless it is for R&D, for which

15 percent is the maximum.

The distinction between viewing profit policy as a separate issue

and viewing it as an adjunct of contract pricing is subtle, but important.

In the case of an individual contract negotiated in a nonprice compet-

itive environment, the potential for socially inappropriate profits is

high. On Lhe one hand, the Government may have a moncpsonistic position

relativo to the producer of a defense product, with no alternative ci-

vilian narket existing. On the other hand, with respect to follow-on

procurements, or procurements of highly specialized items, the Govern-

ment may be dealing with a monopolist. Prices determined in accordance
with relative bargaining strengths might well be too high or too low.

Therefore, procurement prices are determined in such cases by analysis

of expected costs, and administrative rules are established for deter-

mining allowable target profit rates. If one views the profit problem

merely as the mechanical problem of assuring that some legal allowance

is made in cost-based prices for a fee, in the long run too many firms

may leave the defense industry because of inadequate financial oppor-

tunities; or else, excessive profits may be enjoyed by those who have

an established place in the defense sector.

Put differently, with cost-based procurement prices, the appro-

priate fee is a part of the problem of determining a price; but deter-

mining an appropriate profit is also a problem in determining the rate

of return on investment capital, which is required to make defense

Public Law 413, 80th Congress, 2nd Session, 1948; 10 USC 2304.

With the exception of architectural and related services, for
which the maximum is 6 percent on cost.
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production attractive to a sufficient number of producers., The for-

mer problem has received great attention from officials ever since the

start of World War II. The latter problem is recognized in principle,

but has been largely avoided in practice.

In the immediate post-World War II period, Government and in-

dustry officials were concerned primarily with establishing the frame-

work for the peacetime procurement system that resulted in and im-

plemented the Armed Services Procurement Act of 1947. Thus, profit

policy did not receive great attention. This period was followed by

the Korean War and by the establishment of our missile capability.

The Government was concerned with expeditious mobilization of the

defense industries and, as long as the fees granted assisted this,

there was not much inclination to question the customary procedures.

The increased demand for military goods and services and the relatively

easy budgetary climate caused profit rates to increase rapidly so

that defense contractors were not inclined to challenge the procedures.

This era of general approval came to an end in the 1960's for two

reasons.

One can be perceived by examination on Fig. 1, which shows profits

in the aerospace industry -- a sector that provides a major part of

the military goods and services. The increasing fees and profits of

the early 1950's rapidly declined in the later 1950's, and by 1960

were substantially lower than they had been the previous four or five

years. Industry spokesmen, accustomed to the higher profit levels,

objected stienuously.

The second reason was an outgrowth of the missile program.

Starting in 1962, the McClellan Hearings revealed a number of skeletons

in the procurement closet. Congress became incensed at the high pro-

fits earned by some firms, particularly when these resulted from the

"profit-pyramiding" that occurred when prime contractors earned a fee

U.S. Congress, Senate, Committee on Government Operations,
Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, Pyramiding of Profits and
Costs in the Missile Procurement Programs, U.S. Government Printing
Office, Washington, D.C., 1964.
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on the costs of subcontracted work. It was clear that if the DOD was

not prepared to revise its profit procedures, Congress was prepared

to force change.

The result was DOD's introduction of the weighted guidelines

profit system in 1964. This is current procedure for determining the

percentage to be applied to target costs to yield the target fee. A

qualitative procedure is specified that gives more weight to "in-house"

activities than to subcontracted costs, thus attacking profit pyra-

miding. At tile same time, the various "factors" specified by the new

system have quantitative ranges the designers believed would result

in a generally higher profit level.

The WGLS did not, however, chan 6 e three basic features of the

K profit system. First, the determination of the appropriate fee rate

still remains a "judgmental" matter. While quantitative ranges for

the various factors were placed in the regulations to guide contracting

officers, these ranges are sufficiently broad to permit considerable

discretion at the contracting level in determining the precise target

-¶fee. Second, the target fee rate is still based on cost. As men-

tioned above, the WGLS principally gives more weight to certain types

of costs -- principally "in-house" costs for scientific and engineer-

ing personnel -- in determinin.; whdt fee rate the contract will carry.

Third, the WGLS contains no explicit or direct consideration of

the investment in plant equipment or working capital required by the

contractor to perform the work. There is some implicit or indirect

consideration of capital required. For example, a penalty of up to

2 percentage points of fee rate can be assessed against a contractor

who uses considerable amounts of Government-furnished facilities.

Also, the fee rate is heavilly influenced by the nature of the product

or service to be furnishea, as well as by the type of pricing arrange-

ment (cost-plus-fixed-fee (CPFF), fixed price incentive (FPI), etc.)

agreed upon. k relationship exists between these two elements of

a contract and contractor capital requirements. However, this corre-

lation is imperfect in that the precise relationship between fees and

the contractor's profit requirements is not directly defined by the

WGLS. In short, profit policy remains an aspect of contract pricing,
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rather than a method of determining the profit level required to re-

tain the productive capabilities which the DOD desires to have avail-

able in the defense industries. The essence of the WOLS was to dis-

tinguish between various types of costs reimbursed by the cost-based

prices for defense goods, and to provide different fee rates for

certain types of expenditures.

ISSUE

The responsibility to make sure that rewards are sufficiently

high to maintain the availability of a sound defense industry, while

at the same time protecting the public purse against unwarranted

charges for services rendered, falls on the Department of Defense,

The very fact that there exists a large defense sector comprised of

the many firms which receive a substantial fraction of their revenues

from negotiated defense contracts demonstrates that the resources

available for the supply of defense goods and services depend on the

fees allowed by the DOD.

Despite its commitment to assure that needed capability exists,

the DOD does not directly control the profits defense contractors

earn. The instrument used to insure the financial health of the

defense sector is the target fees allowed on negotiated contracts.

A firm, of course, is interested in the profit it earns on each sale;

yet its overall financial health depends on the sum of the earnings

on its negotiated business, advertised defense business, and commer-

cial business. So the DOD must maintain the economic attractiveness

of the defense sector although it controls only a part of the in-

dustry's sources of revenue and it is required to deal with profit needs

on a contract-by-contract basis.

* The Armed Services Procurement Regulations (ASPR) contains an
extreme statement of this principle, "Effective national defense in
a free enterprise economy requires that the best industrial capabili-
ties be attracted to defense contracts. The capabilities will be
driven away from the defense market if defense contracts are char-
acterized by low profit opportunities," ASPR, 3-808.1(a).
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The DOD's main tool for maintainiing the financial attractiveness

of the defense sector, and for protecting the taxpayer against pro-

fiteering, is its prerogative of adjusting fee rate levels. The last

major adjustment of both the level of rates and the differentials be-

tween rates came with the introduction of the weighted guidelines

profit system in 1964. The history of the WGLS adjustment, therefore,

is one of the best sources of information about the impacts of profit

policy on contractor earnings.
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III. DEFENSE FEES BEFORE AND AFTER THE
WEIGHTED GUIDELINES SYSTEM

This section examines fees on negotiated defense contracts and

the changes in fees which accompanied the introduction in 1964 of the

WGLS. Section IV attempts to link these data to corporate rates of

return on investment; but in this section we are concerned with fee

rates or profits expressed as a percentage of the price of a defense

contract. First, target fee rates are analyzed. Subsequently, the

less extensive data on actual fee rates are discussed.

CHANGES IN TARGET FEE RATES

The data source on target fee rates is 10,054 negotiated contracts
*

let by the DOD between fiscal years 1959 and 19671 These contracts

account for about $57 billion of target costs and about $4.3 billion

of target fees. Table I presents an overview of the sample which is

divided four ways: pre- and post-WGL, and two subsamples based on a

size criterion.

One question about recent defense profit experience is whether

large and small contractors have fared similarly. As it is difficult

to set a good criterion of size in defense contracting, a rather simple

measure was used to select a group of large firms from the overall

sample. All firms on the FY 1967 list of the 100 largest contractors

(based on dollar volume) and their subsidiaries were designated Sample

A. All other firms were designated Sample B. This somewhat arbitrary

procedure captures much of the size phenomena. Note that in the post-

1964 period, 120 firms (or 73 firms if principals and their subsidiaries

*I

The data base consists of negotiated contracts susceptible to cost
and profit analysis. (See ASPR XXI, parts 3 and 4). Size of contracts
included varies by year. The included sizes are FY 1959-1963, $1,000,000
or more plus a random sample down to $10,000; FY 1964-1965, $500,000 or
more plus a random sample down to $10,000; FY 1966, $500,000 or more;
FY 1967-1968, $200,000 or more. For FY 1967-1968 the amounts represent
total negotiated figures; earlier data are only the negotiated amounts
actually obligated. The data are maintained by the Assistant Secretary
of Defense (Comptroller), Directorate for Statistical Services and peri-
odically summarized in a series entitled, Profit Rates on Negotiated
Prime Contracts.
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Table I

TARGET FEES ON NEGGTIArED DOD CONTRACTS, PRE-AND POST-WGLa
(In $ million)

Weighted Guidelines

Variable Pre- Post- Total

Target fee rate
Sample A .077 .097 .085
Sample B .082 .091 .086
Total .078 .096 .085

Number of contracts
Sample A 2,701 4,409 7,110
Sample B 1,319 1,625 2,944
Total 4,020 6,034 10,054

Target cost
Sample A 31,844 20,092 51,936
Sample B 3,127 2,283 5,410
Total 34,971 22,375 57,346

Target fee
Sample A 2,456 1,939 4,395
Sample B 256 208 464
Total 2,712 2,147 4,859

Number of firms
Sample Ab 104(74) 120(73)
Sample B 563 1 632
Total 667 752

aTotals and average profit rates for pre- and post-

WGL periods differ slightly from those shown in Profit
Rates on Military Prime Contracts because the DOD puts
all FY 196' datai in the post-WGL period. For this study
all contracts before January 1964 are :included in the
pie-WGL period.

bNumber of consolidated companies shown in parentheses.
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are consolidated) accounted for $20 billion of the $22 billion in

target cost. Sample B, with 632 firms, accounted for only $2 billion,

or about 10 percent. t'ote that in the pre-WGLS period Sample B had,

on average, half a percentage point higher fee rate. In the post-

WGLS period the relationship was reversed. Sample A had a 0.6 of a

percentage point higher target fee rate. Both samples, however, showed

an increase In the average target fee.

This calculation dýoes not answer questions about individual firm

experiences. To deal with these, the average contract "portfolio"

target fee rate for each contractor in each period was computed.

"Portfolio" in this context refers to the set of contracts held by a

contractor at any given time. This set of potentials for earning

profits may be thought of as analogous to the portfolio of securities

held by a financial investor. For each contractor, target fees and

target costs for all contracts were summed and the mean target fee

rate calculated. Thus, each fee was weighted by the target cost in-

volved. There was no such weighting among contractors, however; a

small firm's average fee rate is as significant as the average fee

rate of a large firm in analyzing the profit experience of different

firms. No distinction was made between firms with a substantial

percentage of theiL business in negotiated sales and those with small

amounts, except as thiz is reflected in the assignment of tbe firm

to either Sample A or Sample B.

Samples A' and B' consist of firms in Samples A and B that had

contracts in both periods. Having computed average portfolio target

fee rates for Samples A' and B', the firms with contracts in both

periods, the changes between the two periods can be examined. Table 2

shows the result.

Note that the scale in Table 2 is in percentage points. Thus, a j

decline of, say, 1.3 means that the firm had a fee rate in the pre-

1964 period of 11.3 and in the later period a target fee rate average

of 10.0 or 9.9 to 8.6, or any equivalent. About 66 percent of the

firms in Sample A' made gains, as did about 75 percent of the firms

in Sample B'. Most firms did better after 1964. Note that more

Sample B finns than Sample A firms showed significant declines. There

also were slightly more B firms with substantial gains.
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Table 2

PERCENTAGE TARGET FEE RATE CHANGES,
PRE- AND POST-WEIGHTED GUIDELINES

Cumulative
No. of Firms Percentage Percentage

Changes
(Percentage Sample Sample Sample Sample Sample Sample

Points) A' B' A' B' A' B'

-4.1 and over 0 5 0 2.0 0 2.0
-3.1 to -4.0 1 2 1.5 .8 1.5 2.8

-2.1 to -3.0 1 8 1.5 3.3 3.0 6.1
-1.7 to -2.0 2 6 2.9 2.5 5.9 8.6
-1.3 to -1s6 1 3 1.4 1.2 7.3 9.8
-0.9 to -1.2 0 7 0 2.9 7.3 12.7
-0,7 to -0.8 0 9 0 3.7 7.3 16.4

-0.5 to -0. 2.9 1.2 10.2 17.6

-0.3 to -0.4 2 4 2.9 1:6 13.1 19.2
'ý1 0 - n

-0.1 to -0.2 6 9 8.7 3.7 LL.o /Z.7

0 3 4 4.3 1.6 26.1 24.5
+0.1 to 0.2 5 12 7.2 4.9 33.3 29.4
+0.3 to 0.4 4 12 5.8 4.9 39.1 34.4
+0,; to 0.6 4 11 5.8 4.5 44.9 38.8
+0.7 to 0.8 2 7 2.9 2.9 47.8 41.7
+0.9 to 1.0 3 14 4.3 5.8 52.1 47.5
+1.1 to 1.2 1 12 1.5 4.9 53.6 52.4
+1.3 to 1.4 1 16 1.5 6.6 55.1 59.0
+1.5 to 1.6 4 6 5.8 2.5 60.9 61.5
+1.7 to 1.8 2 5 2.9 2.1 63.8 63.6
+1.9 to 2.0 1 6 1.5 2.5 65.3 66.1
+2.1 to 3.0 11 37 15.9 15.2 81.2 81.3
+3.1 to 4.0 8 18 11.6 7.4 92.8 88.7
+4.1 and over 5 27 7.2 11.1 100.0 100.0

Total 69 243 100.0 100.0

NOTE: Detail may not add to total due to rounding.
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To take a closer look at what happened, the portfolio target fee

rates of the firms in Samples A and B were computed. The rates are

shown in Table 3. On average, target fee percentage rates increased

for both groups. In the pre-WGLS period, the modal groups were 7.5

to 8.0 and 4.0 and 6.0, respectively. After 1964, the modal groups

were 9.5 to 10.0 for both categories.

The dispersion of the target fee distributions is an important

consideration, because one of the apparent objectives sought through

implementation of the WGLS was to increase the range of profit

opportunities in the defense sector. Using variance as a measure of

dispersion, the following results are obtained. In the pre-WGLS

period, the variance for Sample A was 16.4 and for Sample B, 14.5.

After introduction of WGLS, the variance of Sample A increased to

28.6 and decreased for Sample B to 10.9. These results imply that the

WGLS did have the results of increasing the spread of profit rates

for the smaller firms but not, apparently, for the larger firms.

The distributions of target fees can be seen by plotting the

cumulative percentages, as shown in Fig. 2. Note that in the pre-

WGLS period, the B sample (the heavy black line) was disturbed very

much like the A sample (the light line), up to about 7 percent, where

the two curves crossed. Beyond that point, the B sample was more

skewed to the right. After WGLS, the A curve shifted more than the

B curve. Note the difference between the two dashed lines. The re-

lationship between the two distributions was also changed. Now up to

about 10 percent, the A firms did better than the B firms. Beyond

that figure the two distributions were about the same until the ex-

tremes were reached. More B firms were at the very high fee rate end

of the distribution. In short, while both samples saw a fee rate

increase throughout the entire distribution of firm experiences,

Sample A, the large firm sample, had a much more substantial gain,

particularly at the lower end of the distribution.

If we look at target cost rather than the number of firms, as in

Table 4, the pattern is more complex. The upward shift is quite im-

pressive. For Sample A, the pre-WGLS modal class was 7.5 to 8 per-

cent with $8.0 billion. In the post-WGLS period the modal class is
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Fig. 2 -- Cumulative distribution of fimrrs by target fee rate
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9 to 9.5 percent, with $6.8 billion. The shift for the Sample B firms

is somewhat less spectacular and somewhat more evenly distributed. The

pre-WGLS distribution is multimodal, with peeks at 7.0 to 7.5 percent

and at 9.5 and 10.0. The post-WGLS distribution peaks are at 8.5 to

9.0; but all classes up to 10.5 were well represented.

Again, it is easier to deal with the dispersion of target fee

rates on a cumulative percentage basis, as in Table 5. In the pre-

WGLS period, Sample B had more target cost in portfolios with very

low target fee rates than did Sample A. Sample B also had more of its

target costs in portfolios above 9.5 percent. The A distribution,

however, had a higher variance: 71.0 compared to Sample B's variance

of 26.5.

After the introduction of WGLS, the relationship between the A

and B distributions changed. In tbhý pre-1964 period, 93.4 percent of

the Sample A target cost was in portfolios with an average target fee

rate of less than 9 percent. Sample B had only 65 percent of its

target cost in this category. After 1964 the relationship reversed.

Sample A only had 16 percent of the total target cost in portfolios

with an average rate less than 9 percent. Sample B, however, had

45.5 percent in that category. These figures are shown graphically

in Fig. 3. The variance of Sample B (68.0) increased much more

than the variance of Sample A (84.7).

In sunmnary, most firms had higher target fee rates after the

introduction of the WGLS. However, a sizable number, about one fourth

of each sample, had no change in their average fee rate or experienced

a decline in fee rate. Overall, the large firms as a group generally

improved their average target fees more than did the smaller firms.

However, there were more small firms at both the extremes of any profit

distribution than there were in the distribution of the Sample A

firms. The variance of firms by target fee rates increased for Sample

A but decreased for Sample B. On the other hand, if cost, rather than

number of firms, is used as the measure, Sample B's variance increased

substantially on balance. It seems fair to say that the WGLS resulted

in spreading the distribution of target fee rates in the defense

sector.
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IMPACTS OF THE WGLS ON FEE RATES

The important question is not what happened to defense target

fee rates during the last few years, but why the changes occurred.

The difficulty is that the fee rates the DOD pays may change for a

variety of reasons. Particularly important reasons are changes in

the types of goods and services purchased, changes in the use of dif-

ferent contract-types, and changes in profit policy. The DOD typically

pays different fee rates for different types of goods and services.

This practice reflects a view that entrepreneurial compensation must

be higher in some activities than in others to reflect differences in

skill requirements, risks, or management and technical inputs. Thus,

a change in the product composition of defense procurement implies a
change in the average defense fee rate.II

Different types of contracts carry different fee rates because

the contractor assumes greater risks under some contract types than

under others. Consequently, a change in the mixture of different con-

tract types used for defense procurement also implies a change in the

average fee rate.

Finally, there can be a change simply because the Government de-

cides that a different level of profits is required to fulfill either
its commitment to maintain healthy defense industries, or its responsi-

bility to prevent "profiteering."

All three changes are independent; so an increase in fee levels

stemming from a change in one variable might be offset by a change in

another variable. On the other hand, the factors might reinforce each

other. The task is to try to partition the observed changes among

these three variables. This can be done by using an index-number ap-

proach. Tables 6 and 7 divide procurements from each sample by contract

type and classes of goods and services. Note the considerable dif-

ferences among average fee rates for different types of contracts and

The goods and services classes were obtained from the budget
claimant code programs. Airframes consists of class ALA; Aircraft
Engines, AIB; Missiles and Space, A-2; Ships, A-3; Vehicles, A-4A aud
A-4B; Weapons, A-5; Ammunition, A-6; Electronics, A-7; Services, S-1;
Miscellaneous, all others.

$ N
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products. Also note the changes between the two periods. In general,

there seems to have been an upward trend in target fee rates; but this

is not uniform. Some types of procurement showed decreases in fee

rates. Also, the total procurement dollars represented by each type

of procurement differs with important shifts between the two periods.

Considering all these factors, an overall assessment of the

impact of the WGLS can be obtained in the following way. The target

fees for all contracts during some period can be defined as

10 6
(I) Total Target Fee = E F ("TCT)ij

i=l j=l

where ITT stands for the target fee rate in some period, CT for the

target cost, i for the i class of goods and services, and j for the
S.th

[ j class of contract. If we then take the target costs in one period

and apply the average target fee rates in another period, we can gener-

ate hypothetical total target fees. That is, rather than observe the

change in target fee rates, as shown in Tables 6 and 7, we can examine

the change in the dollar amounts of the target fees. Specifically,

consider equations (2) and (3):

10 6(2) Total Hypothetical Target Fees = 6 (n2CTl)ij

i=l j=l

10 6
(3) Total Hypothetical Target Fees = I C ( T)iJ

i=l j=l

The numeri.:al subscripts refer to periods. In this case, let period

I be che pre-guidelines period and period 2 be the post-guidelines

period.

Equation 2 estimates hypothetical target fees for the pre-WGLS

period by computing what the pre-WGLS target fees would have been had

the post-WGLS proft rates applied in that period. Equation (3), in

contrast, estimates hypothetical fees for the post-WGLS period by
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using the post-WGLS distribution of target cost by program and type

of contract, but using the pre-WGLS average rates. For Eq. (2),

the assumption is that if the WGLS had been instituted in 1959 in-

stead of 1964, the period 1959 to 1963 would have seen average target

fee rates for each class of procurement and type of contract the same

as the average rates observed in the post-1964 period. Equation (3),

on the other hand, assumes that if the WGLS had not been implemented

in 1964, the average target fee rates observed from 1959 through 1964

would have continued until 1968.

The impact of the introduction of the WGLS can be estimated by

taking the target fees that were actually paid and subtracting the

hypothetical fees. Each equation represents a separate way of esti-

mating the impact of the WGLS. The two equations probably bracket

some "true" impact of the WGLS; but comparison of the two computations

should permit a reasonable assessment of how much difference the system

has made to target fees, and where the impacts have been felt.

Table 8 presents the two computations for Sample A, and Table 9

represents the computations for Sample B. The numbers are in millions

of dollars and represent, for each type of contract awarded within the

10 program-groups, the difference between the actual target fee and

hypothetical target fee. A minus sign indicates that the hypothetical

target fee was less than the actual target fee. A glance at Table 8

shows relatively few minus signs in the first half of the table. Thus,

the contractor's fees would h,,ve been larger for most categories if

the post-WGLS rates had applied. To illustrate, consider CPFF con-

tracts for R&D work in the electronics program. Had the post-WGLS

average target fee rate been in effec.t, contractors would have been

allowed almost $31 million more in target fees.

A minus sign in the bottom half of ehe table indicates that the

WGLS increased target fees. The hypothetical fee in this part of the

table is computed by using the average target fee rates from the pre-

WGLS period, A minus sign indicates that if the prior rates had con-

tinued, the target fees negotiated for any given category would have

been less than the target fees actually allowed. To illustrate, in

Table 8 consider FFP contracts for non-R&D work in the airframes
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program. Had the pre-WGLS target fee rates rather than the post-WGLS

target fee rates been applied, the target fees allowed for this clasR

of procurements would have been almost $48 million less than the fees

actually allowed.

Inspection of the signs and magnitudes indicates that the intro-

duction of the WGLS resulted in -- or at least accompanied -- an in-

crease in target fee rates. We have long known that if defense pro-

curement is examined as a whole, or by type of contract, target fee

rates increased after 1964. The difficulty is that such increases

might have resulted either from an increase in average fee rates, or

from a shift in the composition of defense procurement to products

which typically carry high target fees from products that carry low

fees. Because they divide procurement by program as well as product,

Tables 8 and 9 permit the conclusion that the increase in target fees

was not merely due to a shift in procurements, since most cells showed

higher fees using post- rather than pre-WGLS rates. Even so, it is

instructive to note that different classes were affected differently;

and a number of categories saw fees move counter to the general trend.

Because of this variability in impact, it is hard to get a summary

impression from Tables 8 and 9. Table 10 attempts such an estimate.

In Table 10, lines 1, 2, 3, and 4 (with different signs) merely repeat

the totals from Tables 8 and 9. The numbers in lines 1 and 2 can be

interpreted as the dollar amount by which the target fees actually

negotiated with contractors during the period 1959-1963 would have

been increased had the WCLS been in effect. Lines 4 and 5 can be

interpreted as the dollar amount by which contractors' target fees in

the period 1964-1968 were increased as a result of introduction of the

WGLS. To give some idea of the relative importance of these totals,
line 3 expresses the total of lines i and 2 as a percentage of the

actual target fees negotiated in the pre-WGLS period. (The totals

of the actual target fees were contained in Table 1.) Line 6 takes

the differences between the actual target rates negotiated and the

hypothetical rates, using the period WGLS averages, and expresses these

as percentages of the actual target fees negotiated in the 1964-1968

period. After examining all the computations, it seems reasonable to
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Table 10

SUMMARY OF FEE INCREASE COMPUTATION
(In $ million)

Type ýample A I Sample B Total

Actual Target Fees minus Hypothetical Target Fees (fTC)-(n2CT )

1 1

i. Research and development 136.0 2.6 138.6
2. Non-research and development 170.2 13.8 184.0

Total 306.2 26.4 322.6

3. Percentage of actual target fees 12.5 10.3 11.9

(nlCT 1) 1

Actual Target Fees minus Hypothetical Target Fees (n2 CT2)-(nlCT2)

4. Research and development 64.9 1.0 65.9
5. Non-research and development 128.6 15.7 144.3

Total 193.5 16.7 210.2

6. Percentage of actual target fees 10.0 8.0 9.8

"(TT2CT2  1C T2)

(Tr2CT 2

2 __________ ___________ _______
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conclude that the WGLS resulted on average in target fees about 10

percent higher than they otherwise would have been. Contracts held

by Sample A firms increased more than the fees on the contracts

Sample B firms held, using either calculation.

ACTUAL AND TARGET FEE RATES

The data and analysis to this point have dealt with "going in"

or target fees. These differ from the "coming out" or actual fees

contractors earn. Data on actual fees on some, but not all, nego-

tiated contracts are reported by contracting officers; but there are

reasons for suspecting the completeness and timeliness of the data.

In particular, observations in the post-1964 period for Sample A are

very scarce. Thus, any analysis of actual fee data must be viewed

skeptically; nonetheless, there are some instructive relationships

between "going in" and "coming out" rates on contracts for the two

periods. The relationship between average actual and target fee rates

and some details about the sample of actual fees is shown in Table 11.

Based on the present sample, the average actual and target fee

rates in the pre-WGLS period were identical for Sample A; in the post-

WGLS period, it would appear that mean actual fee rates were less than

average target rates by 2 percentage points. Sample B also showed

actual rates lower than initial targets in the post-WGLS period; but

this same relationship also held in the pre-WGLS period. In both

periods, Samples A and B had about the same actual rates.

Table 11

MEAN ACTUAL AND TARGET PROFIT RATES
(In $ million)

Initial Target
Fee Rates Costs No. of Contracts

Pre-WGL Post-WGL

Initial Initial A
Sample Target Actual Target Actual Pre-WGL Post-WGL Pre-WGL Post-WGL

A .077 .077 .097 .078 9878 563 1325 95
B .082 .075 .091 .077 6089 1251 1047 361

.1 .
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These averages have a striking feature. Despite the increase in

initial target rates, neither sample was able to increase its mean

actual profit rate appreciably. Actual fees, on average, did not go

up. We must emphasize that this finding is derived from an incomplete

and, probably, nonrandom sample. Averages are somewhat misleading,
also; there appears to have been an increase in the dispersion of the

differences between actual fees and target fees. Also, there appears

to have been some change in the frequency of lower-than-target outcomes.

For Samples A and B, respectively, Figs. 4 and 5 (pages 38 and 39)

show the relationships of average actual profit rates to average target

profit rates for portfolios of completed contracts. The post-WGLS

scatter is more dispersed. The diagonal line represents equal actual

and target rates. For Sample A, before 1964, 24 firms were above the

line (i.e., had actual fee rates higher zhan initial targets) and 32
were below. After 1964, 18 were above and 11 below the line. For Sam-

ple B, the figures were 45 above the lrne and 37 below the line before

1964, and 41 above the line. After 1964, 58 were below the line. For

Sample A, actual fee rates higher than target fee rates were more likely

after WGLS; for Sample B the opposite is true.
The relationship between actual and target fee rates may be

examined by reference to the differences among samples and periods of

the ratio between these two variables. Note in Eq. 4 that the
2R value is very low, implying that the relationship is able to ex-

plain little of the variation of the ratio of actual to initial fee

rates. However, the coefficient of B is significant in explaining the

ratio. Standard errors are shown in parenthesis. In other words,

the mean ratio of actual to initial fee rates is higher for the Sample

B firms, which are more likely to have actual "coming on" fees similar

to the "going in" rates.

A 2(4) y f .99452 - .037B + .029P R = .004,I (.012) (.016)

*1

* i
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where A = actual fee rate

I = initial fee rate { 1 if Sample B
B = Sample B membership variable 0 if Sample A

1 0 if Sapotle peio

P = post-WGLS period variable 1 if post-WGLS period
~0 if pre-WGLS period

df = 2276

A more instructive question is how the relationship between actual

and initial fee rates has changed with time. To address this question,

four regressions were computed, one for each sample in each period.

The results, with standard errors shown in parenthesis, are:

(5) A =-.002 + .964 1 R2 = .504
ao (.119) ao df = 66

(6) Aal = .011 + .836 R2 = .127
(.400)lal df = 31

(7) A = 020 + .6381 R2 = .198
(.059)Ib° df = 474

(8) AB = 004 + 1.04 2 1b R2 = .344
(.104) df = 194

where a = Sample A

b = Sample B

o = pre-WGLS period

I - post-WGLS period

Other symbols as in Eq. (4)

The interesting feature of this set of equations is the relative
2
R or the amount of variance in the actual fee rates explained by the

2
regression. The R s are low, implying that the "going in" rate does

not appear to be a good predictor cf the "coming out" rate, at least

on the basis of this small sample. The Sample A values confirm the

visual impression conveyed by Fig. 4 that the Sample A firms after

1964 were more likely to have actual fee rates that differed from
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initial rates than they were before 1964. The result for Sample B

firms was the opposite. Sample B firms were more likely to have actual

rates similar to initial rates after the WGLS. v

+ FEES AND CONTRACT RISK

The data on actual fee rates raise the issue of the impact ofI the DOD drive to shift risk from the Government to contractors through

decreased use of cost-plus-fixed-fee contracts, and increased use of

incentive and fixed price contracts. Contract types that increase

contractor cost-risk exposure carry higher fee rates. Did the target

fee rate changes in the two periods reflect increases in contractor's

risk exposures?

It is difficult to measure risk, but the issue is so important

that a somewhat heroic approach is justified. CPFF contracts were

g ven a weight of I, CPIF a weight of 2, FFP contracts a weight of

4, and all others a weight of 3. The weighted percentages of initial

target costs for each contractor were then summed. The result is an

index for each contractor running from 1.000 (all CPFF contracts) to

4.000 (all FFP contracts). While no assertion is made that in any

absolute sense FFP contracts are four times as risky as CPFF contracts,

the index does provide a seemingly reasonable way of measuring the

relative degree of cost risk of various contractors, as well as the

"- change in cost-risk exposure over time.

The ratio between the fee rates for each contractor in the two

A'• periods was regressed on the change in the risk exposure index. The

results are showrn in Eq. (9).

(9) Post-WGLS Fee Rate 100 .52S

Pre- WGLS Fee Rate (.0664)

4'+ .1086 Post-WGLS Index R2

!! 1 (.0816) Pre- WGLS Index

AA

The question naturally arises as to whether the regression re-

sults depend on the weighting system ubed. To test this possibility,

two alternative weight sets were examined. in the first, the weights

were 1.0, 1.25, 1._ and 1.75 respectively. In the other, the weights

were 2,0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5 respectively. The impacts on the regression

values were trivial.
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where SB = firm in Sample B

df = 307

The variablt showing the increase in the riI index is statisti-

cally insignificant. The variable indicating whether the firm was in

Sample B is significant, but small. The equation as a whole has no

explanatory power. In short, it appears that the change in average

target fee rates which accompanied the introduction of the weighted

guidelines system was not occasioned by an increase in risk exposure.

Equation (9) addresses the question of whether the changes in

target rates reflect the changes in the quantity of FFP, FPI and other

contracts that impose more cost risk on the contractor than did the

CPFF cont:zcts more common J., past years. A different issue is the

changes in the ratios of actual fee rates to initial fee rates. The

scarcity of completed risk-type contracts let during the post-WGLS

period precludes explanation of this issue at this time.

SUMMARY

Overall, contractors in the post-WGLS period had higher target

fees than in the pre-1964 period. The increase in actual realized

fee rates was, however, insignificant. Individual experiences dif-

fered. Some contractors experienced sharp declines in the average

target fee rate of their negotiated contract portfolios. But, taking

all contractors together, there was a general increase in average

target fees.

Contractors with large portfolios appear to have done relatively

bett.er than those with small portfolios. Sample A, which contains

many very large Government contractors, had on average a mu:h larger

change in profit rates than Sample B, which contains many smaller con-

tractors. While both groups generally improved their target fee rates

after QA14 Saamplo A generally did better.

Using total negotiated defense procurements as the base, the

weighted guidelines system clearly led to an increase in total target

fees, even allowing for the types of goods and services purchased and
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the types of contracts used. The effect would seem to lie in a range

from 8 to 12.5 percent increase in total fees. On the basis of the

small sample of completed contracts available, this increase in tar-

get fees was not translated into an increase in actual fees. Nor do

actual fees demonstrate the difference between the two samples shown

by target fees.

It does not appear that the increase in the average fee rate for

portfolios is due to an increase in the risk-exposure of firms derived

from the relative increase in fixed price and incentive contracts.

No statistical relationship between these two occurrences could be

discovered.
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IV. THE IMPACT OF FEE CHANGES ON PROFITS

An improvement in portfolio target fee rates provides an opportu-

nity for improved rates of return on investment in the defense sector;

but it does not necessarily lead to higher profit rates, i.e., rates

of return on investment. The difference between actual and target

rates was discussed earlier. Other conditions can also.lead to a dif-

ference between the rate of profits on cost and on the rate of return

on assets. An increase in the average portfolio target fee is compat-

ible with a decrease in the rate of return on investment, provided

there is a sufficient increase in nonallowable costs. Or, the capital-
ell

output ratio of the firm may be increasing at a rate sufficient to

offset the improvement in fees.

Even assuming that there were no such changes, an increased level

of fees would have different impact on various defense contractors.

Some firms sell most of their output by negotiated governmental con-

tracts. For these, any change in profit policy would be expected to

have a major impact on the firm's overall financial condition. Other

contractors have relatively little business of this type. For these,

any change in profit policy might be trivial, viewed from the overall

position of the firm. This section will explore these issues to the

extent permitted by the data available on rates of return on capital.

CHANGES IN FEES AND PROFITS
Let us first consider the implications of the fee rate changeo

for profits on assets. A prime consideration is the turnover -- the
*

relationship between capital and sales. There is a wide variation

in turnovers in the defense sector. Thus, a two-percentage point in-

crease in average portfolio fee rates will mean a far different thing

for some firms than for others.

This diversity is illustrated in Fig. 6. Average corporate turn-

over rates could be found from publicly available sources for 64 firms

*
Recall the ratio between fee rates and rate of return on invest-

ment' T i r S
K S K
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(37 Sample A and 27 Sample B) included in the profit history data

file during both periods. For these firms, the actual change in tar-

get fee rates was multiplied by the turnover rate to get a hypothetical

change-in-profit rate on assets. This procedure implies a constant

capital-intensity among a firm's profits, which is obviously unreal-

istic. Moreover, it unrealistically assumes that civilian and military

work is equally capital-intensive. Considering progress payments and

Government furnished capital, it is probable that defense work will

have a larger turnover rate than civilian business.

Figure 6 plots the actual clhnge in portfolio target fee rate against

the hypothetical change in assets expected on the basis of the firm's

turnover rate. The solid line defines a capital turnover of 1. Note

that for most firms in the sample, capital-Intefisities were such that

a change in fee rate would be expected to yield a greater-than-propor-

tional change in profit on assets. Moreover, note that a number of

firms in Sample A had both large changes in fee rates and high turn-

overs, so the hypothetical result should have been some very substantial

increases in the profit rate on assets.

The significant point is that this hypothetical relationship is

not reflected in the actual data. Figure 7 plots the actual change in

profits on assets to the change in target fee rates. Note the differ-

ences between Figs. 6 and 7. Apparently, there is no particular re-

lationship between the improvement in the rate of return on assets

implied by the improvement in corporate fee rates, and the actual rates

of return reported on corporate income statements. This impression is

confirmed by Eq. (10).

2
(10) Ar - -. 151 + 1.317AF R - .001

(6.88) df - 62

,
Rate of return data were obtained from the Standard and Poor

Compustat tapes.

The scales are changes in fee rates so that .01, for example,
represents a change say from .08 to .09 or from .04 to .05 and allequivalent changes.

It
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where r = average rate of return on assets

F = average portfolio target fee rates

A change between pre- and post-weighted guideline periods.

Standard error is shown in parenthesis.

Running the regression separately for each sample did not affect the

results.

Using actual fee rates instead of target fee rates.does not In-

crease the relationship between fees and profits on assets, as Eq. 11

shows.

(11) Ar = .014 - .081AF R2 = .07
(.064) df -22

where F = change in average portfolio of actual fee rates.

For the 23 firms for which sufficient data were available, there ap-

pears to have been no uniform or significant association between the

improvement in fees resulting from implementation of the WGLS and the

earnings of those contractors on invested capital.

One possible reason for these results might be the previously

mentioned differences in the relative importance of negotiated defense

contracts to the various firms. The samples include firms whose de-

fense sales are very important components of their outputs, and firms

to which negotiated defense business is trivial. To check this pos-

sibility, Eqs. (10) and (11) were recomputed for those firms where data

were available, adding the percentage of Government business to the

firm's total sales. All but two firms were from Sample A. The re-

sults, shown in Eqs. (12) and (13), indicate no particular relationship

between the return on assets between the pre- and post-WGLS period, or

between profit improvement and the percentage of the firm's total

business performed for the Government.

(12) Aw - .017- .099AF - .O001G R2 R .01
(.148) .0009 df - 34

The data were compiled by James W. HcKie from public sources.

____ ____ __4
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(13) Ar - .016 -. 069AF - .O001G R - .06
(.072) (.001) df - 17

where G = percentage of government business.
'After introduction of the WGLS, target fees went up and some firms

were able to convert the increase into substantial increases in corpo-
rate rates of return on assets. Other firms co,,1d not. There is no

simple explanation of this difference. What appears to have happened
is that the factors of changes in allowable cost, cbanges in rates of

investment, and changes in the relative risk of a difference between
actual and target profits combined in some complex pattern. There ap-.
pears to be no simple relationship between changes in fees and profits.

In short, if the goal of the WGLS was to increase the rate of re-

turn on capital in the defense Industries, the impact is hard to see;
and--at best--was scattered and nonuniform. Clearly, the average of

the target fees in most contractor's portfolios increased. These in-

creases, however, were apparently unrelated to changes in the actual
fees earned, or to changes in the overall corporate profitability of

the leading contractors.

It
Ii

i ......
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V. CONCLUSIONS

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

1. The weighted guidelines system led to higher average portfolio

target fee rates, aggregating individual contracts by contractors.

2. Sample A (the firms on the list of 100 largest defense con-

tractors in 1967) had a relatively larger increase in target fee rates

than Sample B (all other firms). In the pre-WGLS period, the average

target fee rate was 7.7 percent for Sample A and 8.2 percent for Sample

B. Post-WGLS rates were 9.7 percent for Sample A and 9.1 percent for

Sample B.

3. There were substantial differences in the experiences of iv-
dividual firms. About a quarter of the firms in each sample had a

decline or no change in average portfolio target rates. Nonetheless,

in general, Sample A firms did better throughout the entire distribu-

tion of profit rates, except at the extreme high level of rates where

there were more Sample B firms.

4. There was considerable dispersion among the changes in average

fee rates for different products and types of contracts. Nonetheless,

an index number analysis reveals an independent effect from the imple-

mentation of the WGLS. The WGLS resulted in an approximate 10-percent

increase in target fees for post-WGLS procurements.

5. Average realized fee rates ("coming out" rates) -- on the

basis of a small and possibly biased sample -- appear to have remained

about the same. Moreover, on average, actual or "coming out" fee rates

for the two samples are much more similar than are the target fee rates.

6. Considering the differences between the turnover rates of con-

tractors, there should have been a generally multiplied effect of the

higher fee rates on profit rates on investment. In fact, there does

not seem to be any simple relationship between changes in target fees

or actual fees and changes in rate of return on investment.

IMPLICATIONS

If the goal of the WGLS was to increase profit opportunities, re-

gardless of whether they were or were not achieved, by providing ldigher

i -;
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levels of target fees, then the objective was reached, as most firms
increased average target fee rates. If the goal was to provide a

Ir

wider distribution oftaverage fees, then this goal too was achieved.

It should be noted, however, that while all classes of firms on average

benefitted, the larger contractors benefitted more.

If the -goal was to increase actual fees, rather than target fees,
it appears that the goal was not achieved, although the evidence here

is not sufficient to permit a firm judgment. If the goal was to raise

the profitability of defense investment, then the results appear to

have been mixed, and on the whole unsuccessful.

The profit results may have been because contractors chose to in-

cur--considerable nonallowable costs, or because they were investing in

anticipation of future demand. A high enough rate of anticipatory in-

vestment would lead to low current rate-of-return figures. Unfortu-

nately, the data available on rates of return are insufficient to

explore these issues.

The results, however, probably reflect something different--the

shotgun nature of the present cost-based profit system, under which

the only way to influence profits is to influence fees. These changes

have widely different impacts on various firms, depending upon their

market situation, contracting procedures and, particularly, their cap-

ital structure. Thus, with the present cost-based profit system, very

diffuse and widely differing rates-of-return on investment occur be-

cause of changes In fee policy.

If the objective of fee policy is to assure the financial health

of the defense industry through adjustment of profit levels, the results

of introducing the weighted guidelines system raise questions about its

effectiveness. Perhaps what is needed is to replace the present shotgun| approach with a morc- rifle-like system. 'These thoughts, however, lead

into new areas which are not directly related to the history analyzed

here.
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